
LOCUS OF CONTROL

In personality psychology, locus of control is the degree to which people believe that they have control over the outcome
of events in their lives, as opposed to.

Be less influenced by the opinions of others. External Locus of Control It is important to note that locus of
control is a continuum. Regarding locus of control, there is another type of control that entails a mix among
the internal and external types. If they gave a poor presentation they might alternatively attribute it to the
difficulty of the task. This suggests that normative social influence, the desire to fit in, is more power than
informational social influence, the desire to be right, when considering locus of control. Learn from their
mistakes. These are characteristics of people with dominant internal or external locus of control. For fattening
products, they exhibit a similar preference for larger-sized models and slim models. The following two articles
can help with your decision making. A study that looked at the relationship between locus of control and
optimism among children aged , however, found that an external locus of control was more prevalent among
young girls. On a less broad scale, Sims and Baumann explained how regions in the United States cope with
natural disasters differently. Namely, to get you to begin the slow process of realizing that you do have some
control over your fate. Can find it difficult to delegate, wanting to control everything. Due to their locating
control outside themselves, externals tend to feel they have less control over their fate. A study by Chung et al.
Empirical data on health locus of control in a number of fields was reviewed by Norman and Bennett in ; they
note that data on whether certain health-related behaviors are related to internal health locus of control have
been ambiguous. James for his unpublished doctoral dissertation, supervised by Rotter at Ohio State
University; however, this remains unpublished. Individuals have little influence over the events of the world.
Where does your locus of control fall on the continuum? Suppose a person with a high external locus gave a
great presentation. People rarely get what they deserve. Psychologists since Weiner have distinguished
between stable and unstable effort, knowing that in some circumstances effort could be seen as a stable cause
especially given the presence of words such as "industrious" in English. In , psychologist Julian Rotter
suggested that our behavior was controlled by rewards and punishments and that it was these consequences for
our actions that determined our beliefs about the underlying causes of these actions. For example, Martin,
Veer and Pervan examined how the weight locus of control of women i. The way we approach that reality has
a lot to do with our locus of control.


